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Abstract

In the U.S., cognitive non-routine (CNR) occupations are disproportionately and increasingly
represented in large cities. To study the allocation of workers across cities, we propose a quanti-
tative spatial equilibrium model with multiple industries employing CNR and non-CNR occupa-
tions. Productivity is city-industry-occupation specific and, as we estimate, partly determined
by externalities that depend on local occupation shares and total employment. An optimal
policy that benefits workers equally, incentivizes the formation of cognitive hubs in large cities.
It also creates higher overall activity in small cities, greater industrial specialization in both the
largest and smallest cities, and greater diversification in medium-sized cities.

1 Introduction

“Most of what we know we learn from other people (...) most of it we get for free.”
Robert E. Lucas Jr.1

Workers capable of doing the complicated cognitive non-routine tasks required in a modern
economy are scarce. Acquiring the expertise to work as an engineer, doctor, manager, lawyer, com-
puter scientist, or researcher requires sustained effort and investments, as well as individual ability.
Where and how these workers are employed has significant implications for the overall efficiency
and welfare of an economy. The marginal productivity of workers depends on local productivity
in the industry where they work. It also depends on opportunities to learn and collaborate from
similar worker types located nearby. Large cities with a large fraction of workers in these scarce
occupations offer learning and collaboration opportunities that enhance the productivity of other
similar workers. However, the local abundance of these workers also lowers their marginal product,
particularly in industries that employ these occupations less intensively. The equilibrium interac-
tion of these forces then determines the spatial distribution of workers and, relatedly, the industrial
composition of cities. Can the economy allocate scarce occupations in a way that improves the lives
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of all workers? Should optimal spatial policy reinforce or mitigate the currently polarized pattern
of occupations across space? Our aim in this paper is to study the allocation of occupations and
industries across cities in the U.S. and to characterize the optimal spatial allocation and the policies
to implement it.

The need for spatial policy follows directly from the presence of urban externalities. Externali-
ties that enhance worker productivity in larger cities have been discussed, analyzed, and measured
at least since Marshall (1920).2 It is natural to hypothesize that production externalities depend
on the occupational composition of cities. After all, cognitive non-routine work often requires close
interactions between knowledgeable workers. The patterns of occupational polarization and wages
across U.S. locations suggest that this is indeed the case. Absent technological differences or exter-
nalities, decreasing returns to workers in cognitive non-routine (CNR) occupations would command
a lower wage-premium in cities where they are well represented. On the contrary, after controlling
for observable worker characteristics, we find that CNR workers earn a higher wage premium in
places where they are relatively concentrated.3 Why then are CNR workers making relatively more
in those locations? A possible answer is that locations with high concentrations of CNR occupations
specialize in industries that employ these occupations intensively. In fact, the evidence indicates
that firms in those cities employ CNR workers more intensively than their industrial make up alone
would suggest. Why then is the demand for these workers so high in those cities? Our take, and
an explanation that ties these facts together, is that the concentration of CNR workers itself makes
them more productive: a local occupation-specific externality. Estimating these externalities for
different worker types, and clarifying how they interact with local industrial structure, forms a
central part of our analysis.

The detailed quantitative assessment of the optimal spatial policy we propose requires a number
of contributions. These fall along four main dimensions.

First, we develop a spatial equilibrium model with multiple industries and occupations as well
as occupation-specific externalities. Multiple industries, input-output linkages, and costly trade
are all key features of the environment since the demand for different occupations depends on the
occupational intensity of the specific industries in each location. In addition, the industrial structure
in each location depends on the supply of workers, their productivity and the local availability
of inputs produced by other industries. The framework includes heterogeneous preferences for
locations that act as a form of migration costs. Crucially, it also features production externalities
that are allowed to depend on the share of workers of different types and the total workforce in
different cities.

Second to arrive at an optimal spatial policy requires that we derive efficient allocations in
this setup. We choose to study the efficient allocation that benefit both occupations equally.
Implementing this allocation requires us to characterize particular transfers specific to locations
and occupations.

Third, the details of optimal transfers require that we quantify the model and estimate the
parameters that determine the endogenous component of city-industry-occupation specific produc-
tivity. Thus, we first recover productivity across locations, industries, and occupation such that the
equilibrium of our model matches observed data. We then parameterize the relationship between
productivity and the occupational composition and size of cities and estimate this equation using
an instrumental variables approach. As proposed in the empirical literature (e.g. Card (2001)
and Moretti (2004a)), we use past migration flows of particular immigrant groups and the location
of land-grant colleges as instruments. We also present results using model-implied instrumental

2See Duranton and Puga (2004) for a review of the literature on agglomeration externalities.
3de la Roca and Puga (2017) find that sorting on fixed unobserved worker characteristics is unlikely to explain

much of the city-size premium. For an alternative view emphasizing sources of sorting see Couture et al. (2018)
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variables. Our strategy yields robust results comparable to previous work though, as a contribu-
tion, estimated here directly from productivity measures recovered from the general equilibrium
framework we use to study optimal policy. Our findings imply that the productivity of CNR and
non-CNR workers depends similarly on city size. In addition, the productivity of CNR workers
depends strongly and significantly on the share of CNR workers. We find less evidence that the
productivity of non-CNR workers depends on the composition of occupations.

Finally, informed by these findings, we compute the optimal allocation and discuss its imple-
mentation using particular policy tools. We also highlight important quantitative aspects of this
allocation through various counterfactual exercises.

Our findings advocate for a new approach to spatial policy. They indicate that the spatial
allocation of workers and industries may be improved by reducing the size of large CNR-intensive
cities while, at the same time, increasing their fraction of CNR workers. These “cognitive hubs” take
advantage of scarce CNR workers in the economy by clustering them to maximize externalities. Such
clustering is further enhanced by the fact that CNR-intensive industries purchase disproportionately
more of their inputs from other CNR-intensive industries. In fact, in a counterfactual economy
with homogeneous industry linkages, the optimal policy prescribes instead increasing the CNR
population of both smaller and larger cities.

The externalities associated with CNR workers that we estimate are substantial. In equilibrium,
the average social value of CNR workers is 79 percent larger than their private value. However, the
industrial make up of cities, as well as their location, does impose limits on the creation of cognitive
hubs. Some large cities, such as Miami or Las Vegas, remain largely populated by non-CNR workers
since they are particularly productive in industries that employ CNR workers less intensively. Trade
costs also play an important role as cognitive hubs end up scattered geographically around the
country to minimize transport cost with the cities with which they trade the most.

In order to increase the share of CNR workers while alleviating congestion in larger cities, the
optimal policy provides non-CNR workers with an incentive to live in smaller cities with relatively
more non-CNR-intensive industries. The end result is that the optimal policy helps the smallest
cities grow in size by playing to their strengths and expanding industries in which a large share of
their employment already resides. The corresponding growth of smaller cities also makes it possible
for them to sustain more employment in non-tradable industries such as retail and construction, as
well as in non-CNR intensive industries such as accommodation. Hence, contrary to some previous
literature and much of the public discourse, the economics of the problem suggest that with the
appropriate transfers, small industrial cities in the U.S. should strive to expand non-CNR intensive
industries and not try to become the next San Jose.

Naturally, implementing the optimal allocation requires a number of transfers and taxes that
depend on the location and occupation of workers. To internalize the effects of externalities, workers
need to be incentivized to move to the cities where they are most productive. Thus, occupation
and city-specific transfers are positively correlated with city size for CNR workers and negatively
correlated with city size and the CNR share for non-CNR workers. Those city-occupation-specific
transfers are supplemented by large base transfers, insuring that non-CNR workers benefit equally
from the optimal policy. In our analysis, the base transfers to non-CNR workers amount to $16,872
(in 2015 dollars) while CNR workers, who earn substantially more, end up paying a base transfer of
$15,255. Finally, as described in Fajgelbaum and Gaubert (2020), spatial efficiency requires a flat
wage tax on all individuals to correct for differences in the marginal utility of consumption generated
by heterogeneous preferences for location. Therefore, once all incentive are taken into account, non-
CNR workers receive on average $2,020 while CNR workers contribute on average $3,316, though
there is considerable variation in net transfers across cities. Remarkably, the incentive for CNR
workers to locate in larger cities stands in contrast to typical phase-out features of actual transfer
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policies that increasingly affect high earners.
Perhaps surprisingly, a comparison of the current spatial equilibrium to that in 1980 reveals that

the spatial allocation of workers has historically evolved towards that implied by the optimal policy
(with current fundamentals). Specifically, since the 1980s, the relative number of CNR workers has
not only increased nationally but these workers have also become increasingly concentrated in CNR-
intensive hubs, many of which are large cities. This formation of cognitive hubs has taken place
in parallel with a well documented increase in wage inequality across space and occupations. Our
quantitative framework implies that both processes were linked through local occupation-specific
externalities. Our analysis also indicates that absent these spillovers, the spatial polarization of
workers would have been greatly mitigated, and the welfare gains received by CNR workers would
have been smaller than those of non-CNR workers.

The analysis also makes clear that not all forces pushing towards the spatial polarization of
workers are necessarily welfare-enhancing. This is the case, for instance, of housing regulations
captured here through changes in the productivity of the real estate sector. The cost of these
regulations has been emphasized by, among others, Glaeser and Gyourko (2018), Herkenhoff et al.
(2018) and Hsieh and Moretti (2019). Relatively low real-estate productivity growth in CNR-
intensive cities since 1980 has increased housing prices and led to more polarized CNR hubs. These
changes have thus brought the spatial distribution of occupations closer to that resembling the
optimal allocation. In this case, however, since this more spatially polarized distribution of workers
resulted from reductions in measured real estate productivity in larger cities, the cognitive hubs
led to declines in welfare.

Relationship to the Literature A substantial literature has pointed to increasing spatial con-
centration of skilled workers (Berry and Glaeser (2005), Diamond (2016), and Giannone (2017)),
as well as increasing wage inequality across space and within cities (Baum-Snow and Pavan (2013),
and Autor (2019)), with the skill premium increasing the most in large cities. Our paper speaks to
the optimal policy reaction to those trends.

We focus on production externalities as a key driving force behind those spatial patterns. The
estimation of those externalities is a central theme in urban and spatial economics. A robust finding
is the existence of a relationship between city size and productivity (see Melo et al. (2009) for a meta
analysis). While we allow for such agglomeration externalities, our main focus is on externalities tied
to the occupational composition of the city. This is compatible with empirical evidence by Ellison
et al. (2010) that industries with similar occupational make-up tend to be spatially proximate.
Given the correlation between occupational types and skill levels, our findings of strong spillovers
stemming from the occupational composition of cities mirrors findings by Moretti (2004a; 2004b)
regarding the local external effects of human capital.

There has been ample research on the extent of spatial misallocation in the U.S. economy and
the degree to which it corresponds to heterogeneity in taxation policy (or its local incidence), zoning
laws, or other unspecified sources of distortions. Examples of papers in that vein are Albouy (2009),
Desmet and Rossi-Hansberg (2013), Ossa (2015), Fajgelbaum et al. (2018), Colas and Hutchinson
(2017), Hsieh and Moretti (2019) and, most recently Herkenhoff et al. (2018).

Our paper sheds light on place-based policies in that it highlights the optimal endogenous
expansion of different industries in different locations. A summary of the related literature can
be found in Neumark and Simpson (2015). Rather than evaluating exogenous policies, we derive
the optimal allocation in a quantitative spatial model with local externalities. Our derivation of
optimal policy thus generalizes that of Fajgelbaum and Gaubert (2020) in an environment with
input-output linkages and where trade is differentially costly across industries. Introducing these
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realistic features of the economy changes the implied optimal policy implications in an essential way.
Instead of promoting concentrations of CNR workers in small and large cities, as in Fajgelbaum
and Gaubert (2020), it now promotes the creation of “cognitive hubs” in today’s largest cities.4.

We integrate industrial, occupational and spatial heterogeneity in a single coherent framework.
Other recent work that has emphasized the joint distribution of industrial and skill composition
within the U.S. are Hendricks (2011) and Brinkman (2014). As in Caliendo et al. (2017), we
allow for trade costs, thus capturing an explicitly spatial dimension, but add to that framework by
also allowing for occupational heterogeneity and local production externalities. Finally, on a more
technical note, our paper adds to the rapidly expanding ‘quantitative spatial economics’ literature
that uses general equilibrium models to address issues related to international, regional and urban
economics. Redding and Rossi-Hansberg (2017) provide a review of the main ingredients in these
models.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents stylized facts that constitute
prima-facie evidence for the presence of externalities among CNR workers within cities. Section
3 presents our multi-industry spatial model with occupation specific externalities within cities.
Section 4 quantifies the model, including our estimation of the externality parameters. It also
discusses the role of externalities in the equilibrium allocation. Section 5 presents the optimal
policy, and Section 6 its implementation. Section 7 presents exercises that probe the role of different
model features. Section 8 provides a decomposition of the impact of fundamental changes in the
national CNR employment share and in technology across sectors and cities between 1980 and the
recent data. Section 9 concludes. We relegate many of the model’s and quantification’s details,
additional robustness exercises, and counterfactuals to the Appendix.

2 A Motivation for Occupation-Specific Externalities

The main question under consideration is whether there is a role for policy in altering the observed
spatial polarization of employment and, if so, what are its features? Basic facts regarding the joint
spatial distribution of employment and wages across different occupations suggest the existence of
occupational externalities. These facts also indicate that industrial structure plays an important
role in determining local demand for CNR workers in a way that is reinforced by those externalities.
Taken together, these observations hint at an optimal policy that encourages rather than mitigates
existing spatial patterns, though with appropriate transfers to ensure that all households gain from
more efficient allocations.

To characterize employment and wages, we distinguish between two large occupational groups
over the period 2011-2015: those that are intensive in cognitive non-routine (CNR) tasks and all
others (non-CNR). Specifically, we follow Jaimovich and Siu (2018) and define CNR occupations
to include occupations with SOC-2 classifications 11 to 29 and non-CNR occupations to include
the remainder of SOC-2 classifications. This classification builds on the observation by Acemoglu
and Autor (2011) that one can best assess wage inequality trends through task-based lens. Our
division of workers by occupation differs somewhat from the spatial-economics literature that has
more often emphasized college attainment. We favor the occupational classification since it is closer
to the theoretical foundation of productivity spillovers emphasizing learning from others in similar
tasks. In addition, this distinction is not merely theoretical. In Section 8.4 of the Appendix,
we document that while the majority of CNR workers do have college degrees, a large fraction
does not. Importantly, CNR workers without college degrees include managers whose share of
total occupations is particularly large in smaller cities. These non-college-educated managers likely

4Eeckhout and Guner (2015) and Albouy et al. (2019) discuss the optimal distribution of city sizes.
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confer productivity spillovers onto other CNR workers, arguably more so than college-educated
workers in non-CNR occupations.5

To define wages, we compute average residual wages of workers in different occupations and
cities after controlling for observable socio-economic characteristics, including education. Wage
and employment data is obtained from the American Community Survey (ACS). We include as
control variables education, potential experience, race, gender, English proficiency, number of years
in the U.S., marital status, having had a child in the last year, citizenship status, and veteran
status. These variables help account for sorting on observables.6

Figure 1 shows that across U.S. cities, wages of workers employed in Cognitive Non-Routine
(CNR) occupations, relative to those in other (non-CNR) occupations, increase with the corre-
sponding share of CNR workers in total employment. This suggests that differences in relative
wages across cities are to a large degree driven by differences in the relative demand for CNR
workers. In contrast, if supply-side forces were mainly driving the spatial patterns of concentration
and wage premia, with CNR workers concentrating in cities that are relatively more amenable to
them, one would see the wage premium decline as CNR workers become relatively more abundant.
The size of the scatter-plot markers captures city size. They indicate that large cities appear to
be CNR-intensive and exhibit higher wage premia. In particular, the correlation between log city
size and CNR share is 0.57, and the correlation between log city size and the wage premium is
0.4. Those correlations suggest that city size is an important covariate of relative CNR demand.
Together, those correlations suggest that both the size and composition of cities are important
covariates of relative CNR demand.

More generally, wages of both CNR and non-CNR workers increase with city size and the
share of CNR workers in a city, though more rapidly for CNR workers, as shown in Table 1. The
table shows uni-variate regression coefficients of log wages for CNR workers, ln

(
wCNR
n

)
, non-CNR

workers, ln
(
wnon-CNR
n

)
, and the CNR wage premium, ln

(
wCNR
n /wnon-CNR

n

)
, on different measures

of log city employment, ln(Ln), and employment composition, ln
(
LCNR
n /Lnon-CNR

n

)
or LCNR

n /Ln.
In particular, we find that all wages increase with city size. All wages are also larger in more
CNR abundant cities, although the relationship is significantly larger for CNR workers. Similar
relationships have been found before in previous work.7

A question arises as to whether differences in the relative demand for CNR workers across cities
are in part explained by more productive workers within occupational types sorting themselves into
particular cities. Baum-Snow and Pavan (2013) indeed argue that observable worker characteristics
are an important determinant of the raw city size wage premia. These characteristics, however,
are included in our set of control variables. The possibility remains that observed wage differences
reflect sorting on unobservable variables. Recent work from de la Roca and Puga (2017) leveraging
Spanish administrative data offers evidence against this possibility. In particular, de la Roca and
Puga (2017) find that sorting on worker fixed effects accounts for only a small fraction of cross-city
differences in wages once one allows for the dynamic effects of location on individual wages. In the
context of our static model, those dynamic effects are interpreted as stemming from city-specific
productivity. Prior work that abstracted from those dynamic effects attributed a larger role to

5In Section 8.4 of the Appendix, we carry out our analysis using college attainment groups rather than occupational
groups. Our findings are qualitatively similar as those presented in the main text though somewhat attenuated. This
is consistent with the view that college attainment does not fully capture the extent of worker externalities. In that
same appendix, we further experiment with narrower group definitions that single out CNR workers with professional
degrees. This only reinforces our findings but at the cost of potentially abstracting from important sources of spillovers.
Further breaking up occupational categories, while interesting, becomes impractical given how the increased noise
associated with finer categories affects our instruments.

6See Section 10 of the Appendix for details on data sources and organization.
7See Section 2.3.1 of the Appendix
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Table 1: Wages, Employment, and City Composition

Dependent Variable ln(Ln) ln
(

LCNR
n

Lnon-CNR
n

)
LCNR
n
Ln

ln
(
wCNR
n

) 0.059***
(0.004)

0.338***
(0.021)

1.499***
(0.089)

ln
(
wnon-CNR
n

) 0.050***
(0.002)

0.223***
(0.017)

0.993***
(0.072)

ln
(

wCNR
n

wnon-CNR
n

) 0.022***
(0.001)

0.115***
(0.008)

0.506***
(0.036)

Coefficients in separate OLS univariate regressions. Standard
errors in parentheses, clustered two-ways by city and by industry.
***p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

sorting on unobservable fixed worker-characteristics.8

Finally, we explore the possibility that differences in relative demand for CNR workers stems
from exogenous (or historically determined) differences in industrial composition or regulations. If
the industrial make-up of a city, n, was the main factor determining its demand for CNR workers
relative to other worker types, then, its wage bill share of CNR workers would be (approximately)∑

j δ
CNR,jσjn, where δCNR,j is the national wage bill share of CNR workers in industry j, and σjn is

the wage bill of industry j as a share of that city’s total wage bill. Figure 2 compares the wage-bill
shares of CNR workers implied by the different industrial composition of U.S. cities relative to
those observed in the data. The black line is a 45 degree line. Consistent with the presence of
occupation-specific externalities and an elasticity of substitution across worker types greater than
1, the observed wage bill shares differ from, and in fact increase more than one-for-one with, those
implied by differences in industrial mix alone. Hence, industrial structure is one, but evidently not
the only, key ingredient of differences in the demand for workers across cities.

Ultimately, an interpretation consistent with these observations is that differences in relative
demand for CNR workers reflect endogenous differences in productivity that arise from production
externalities that predominantly result from the concentration of CNR workers. It is then natu-
rally the case that the demand for CNR workers would increase with the share of employment in
CNR occupations, as suggested by Figure 1. CNR workers concentrate in cities whose industrial
composition is tilted towards industries intensive in CNR occupations. This concentration is then
reinforced by the presence of production externalities that increase the productivity of CNR work-
ers. For any elasticity of substitution between worker types higher than 1, this mechanism leads to
higher CNR wage shares than to those driven by industrial composition alone, as in Figure 2.

3 A Spatial Model with Multiple Industries and Occupations

The economy has N cities and J sectors. We denote a particular city by n ∈ {1, ..., N} and a
particular sector by j ∈ {1, ..., J}. Individuals are endowed with an occupational type and cannot
switch types. There are K occupational types, denoted by k ∈ {1, ...,K}, with aggregate number

8In Section 8.7 of the Appendix, we explore whether our data are consistent with de la Roca and Puga (2017)
through an exercise that estimates externalities when city/occupation wages are calculated using data pertaining
to workers under 28 only. In other words, one indication that externalities between CNR workers might be tied to
experience would be that they are weaker among the young. In this exercise, the estimated externalities between
CNR workers indeed declines notably, in line with the hypothesis that gains in productivity arising from occupational
externalities are slowly accumulated over one’s life-cycle.
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Figure 1: Occupational employment share and wage premium

See text for details on definitions of the wage premium and occupation classification. Log wage
premium is depicted as a deviation from employment weighted mean. Each observation refers to a
CBSA. Marker sizes are proportional to total employment.
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Figure 2: Occupational wage bill share: predicted vs actual
See text for details on definitions of the wages and occupation classification. The predicted wage
bill-shares are obtained by assuming that within-industry wage bill shares are equal to national
averages (see text for details). Each observation refers to a CBSA. Marker sizes are proportional to
total employment.
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of workers Lk per type (total employment in occupation k aggregated across industries and cities).
Our particular application centers on the case K = 2, where k ∈ {CNR, non-CNR}, though we
adopt the more general notation here for future work and extensions. The two broad occupation
groups that we examine generally require different levels of education and skills. We do not model
occupational choice in this paper though Burstein et al. (2019) provide a potential framework along
those lines.

Firms use multiple types of labor but in potentially different proportions depending on the
industry and the city. Aggregate land and structures in location n are denoted by Hn. Labor of all
types moves freely across locations and sectors while structures are location-specific. Some sectors
are tradable while others are not.

Quantities and prices in the economy may be associated with industries, cities, or occupations.
For notational convenience, we denote aggregates across a given dimension by omitting the cor-
responding index. Thus, for example, Lkjn is the number of workers employed in occupation k in
industry j in city n, Lkn =

∑
j L

kj
n represents the number of workers employed in occupation k

in city n, Lk =
∑

n L
k
n represents all workers in occupation k, and L =

∑
k L

k is simply total
employment.

3.1 Individuals

Workers are endowed with an occupation (their type) and differ in how much they value living
in different cities. These idiosyncratic preferences are captured by a vector, a = {a1, a2, ..., aN},
where each entry, an, shifts an individual’s utility from living in city n. The elements of a are thus
associated with how different individuals experience living in different cities. We denote the utility of
a worker of given type, k, with idiosyncratic amenity vector, a, living in city n by U(Ckn(a), an, A

k
n).

Here, Akn is a city-specific exogenous component of utility common to all individuals of occupation
k living in city n, and Ckn(a) is a Cobb-Douglas aggregator of consumption goods from different
sectors,

Ckn(a) =
∏
j

(
Ckjn (a)

)αj
, where

∑
j

αj = 1.

Workers supply one unit of labor inelastically. The income of a worker of type k residing in n is

Ikn = wkn + χk, (1)

where wkn is the wage earned by a worker in occupation k in city n. The term χk represents the return
per household on a national portfolio of land and structures from all cities, χk = bk

∑
n′ rn′Hn′/L

k,
where rn is the rental rate on land and structures in that city, and bk denotes the share of the
national portfolio accruing to workers of occupational type k. In what follows, we assume that bk

is determined such that different worker types receive a share of the national portfolio proportional
to their share of wages in the total wage bill, so that bk =

∑
nw

k
nL

k
n/
∑

k′,n′ w
k′
n′L

k′
n′ .

Consumption goods consumed in city n are purchased at prices P jn in each sector j ∈ {1, ..., J}.
Conditional on living in city n, the problem of an agent with amenity vector a employed in occu-
pation k is

vkn (a) ≡ max{
Ckjn (a)

}J
j=1

U(Ckn(a), an, A
k
n), subject to

∑
j

P jnC
kj
n (a) = Ikn.

Given homothetic preferences, cost-minimization implies that one can aggregate those sectoral
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prices into a price index, Pn, so that Ckn(a) = Ikn/Pn.9 Given that income and prices do not depend
on a, all workers in a given occupation living in a given city will choose the same consumption
basket. It follows that we can write Ckjn (a) = Ckjn ∀a. Therefore, the value of locating in a
particular city, n, for an individual employed in a given occupation, k, with a specific idiosyncratic
preference vector, a, is

vkn (a) = U

(
Ikn
Pn
, an, A

k
n

)
.

In equilibrium, workers move to the location where they receive the highest utility so that

vk (a) = max
n

vkn (a) ,

where vk(a) now denotes the equilibrium utility of an individual in occupation k with amenity vector
a. We denote by Ψ the joint cdf for the elements of a across workers in occupation k. We take Ψ
to be a Fréchet distribution as our benchmark case but discuss an alternative parameterization in
Section 7.3. The fraction of workers in each city is then given by

Lkn
Lk

= Pr

(
vkn(a) > max

n′ 6=n
vkn′(a)

)
. (2)

3.2 Firms

There are two types of firms: those producing intermediate goods and those producing final goods.
There is a continuum of varieties of intermediate goods aggregated into a finite number of final goods
corresponding to J sectors. Varieties of intermediate goods are characterized by the sector in which
they are produced, and by a vector of city-specific productivity parameters, z = {z1, z2, ..., zN},
with each element, zn, scaling the productivity of firms in city n producing that variety. Idiosyn-
cratic productivity draws, z, arise from a Fréchet distribution with shape parameter θ. Draws
are independent across goods, sectors, and locations. We denote the joint CDF of variety-specific
productivity parameters across locations by Φ.

Varieties of intermediate goods are traded across cities. Intermediate goods producers operating
in city n, sector j, producing a variety indexed by z, produce a quantity, qjn(z), for which they charge
a price pjn(z). They use a technology given by

qjn (z) = znF
(
Hj
n(z), λjnL

j
n(z),Mj

n(z)
)
, (3)

where F is constant returns to scale with the usual concavity and differentiability properties. The
vector λjnL

j
n(z) = {λ1jn L1j

n (z), λ2jn L
2j
n (z), ...} denotes effective labor of a given type used in each

industry and city, where λkjn is a labor-augmenting productivity component specific to each city,
industry, and occupation. We further denote by Hj

n (z) the quantity of structures used by a firm

operating in city n that produces a variety z in industry j, and by Mj
n (z) = {M1j

n ,M
2j
n , ...} the

vector of material goods this firm employs from every other sector, j′ = 1, 2, ... .
Importantly, given the evidence presented in Section 2, we allow λkjn to reflect externalities that

depend on the composition of the labor force. In particular, we let

λkjn = λkjn (Ln), (4)

9In Section 7.4 we examine the implications of letting different household types differ in their consumption share
parameters, αj , in which case price-indices become type-specific.
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where Ln = {L1
n, ...., L

K
n } summarizes the occupational make up of the labor force in city n.

Final goods are sold in the city where they are produced. Final goods producers operating in
city n, sector j, purchase a quantity Qjnn′(z) of the variety of intermediate goods indexed by z from

city n′. They produces quantity Qjn using a technology given by

Qjn =

∫ [∑
n′

Qjnn′(z)

] η−1
η

dΦ (z)


η
η−1

,

where η is the elasticity of substitution between varieties of intermediate goods.
One unit of any intermediate good in sector j shipped from region n′ to region n requires

producing κjnn′ ≥ 1 units in the origin n′. Therefore, producers of final goods in each sector solve

max
Qj
nn′ (z)

P jnQ
j
n −

∑
n′

∫
κjnn′p

j
n′(z)Qjnn′ (z) dΦ (z) ,

subject to Qjnn′(z) ≥ 0, where P jn is the price of the final good in sector j, city n. Intermediate
goods in non-tradable sectors cannot be shipped between cities.

Final goods firms purchase intermediate goods from the location in which they can acquire
them most cheaply, including transportation costs. Denote by Xj

n total expenditures on final goods
j by city n, which must then equate to the value of final goods in that sector, Xj

n = P jnQ
j
n. Given

zero profits in the final goods sector, total expenditures on intermediate goods in any sector are
also equal to the cost of inputs used in that sector. Following the usual derivations from Eaton and
Kortum (2002), given a final good j produced in city n, the share of intermediate inputs imported
from location n′ is

πjnn′ =

[
κjnn′x

j
n′

]−θ
∑N

n′′=1

[
κjnn′′x

j
n′′

]−θ ,
where xjn is a cost index associated with the production of varieties in sector j, city n, that reflects
wages, material input prices, and labor-augmenting productivity shifters (see equation (5) below).
In quantifying the model, we also allow for non-tradable sectors for which πjnn = 1.

Within each city n, the number of workers employed in occupation k must equal the number
of those workers who choose to live in that city. See Section 1 of the Appendix for the formal
expressions governing the market clearing and other equilibrium conditions.

4 Quantifying the Model

We use the model to recover productivity measures specific to each occupation, industry, and city
from data on wages, rents, and employment. The method infers productivity measures that deliver
observed wages and employment as equilibrium outcomes. It also implies amenities for each city
and occupation that rationalize observed location choices in the data. We provide an overview
below, with the specifics of the quantification method presented in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 of the
Appendix.
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4.1 Data

In quantifying the model, we focus on the period 2011 to 2015. The model is mapped into 22
industries, 382 Core Based Statistical Areas (CBSAs) and the two large occupational groups (cog-
nitive non-routine and others) discussed in Section 2. Of the 22 industries, two are non-tradable,
meaning that all local output is also used locally. We select this partition because it allows us to
capture important elements of heterogeneity (see Section 7.1 below), while still keeping the model
tractable from a computational standpoint.10 The two non-tradable sectors include real-estate
services, which is the single user of land in each city, and a composite sector comprising retail,
construction, and utilities. Tradable industries include 10 manufacturing sectors and 10 service
sectors.

We obtain data regarding the wage and occupational composition of each industry in each city
from the American Community Survey (ACS). To address the effect of sorting on wage data, be-
fore computing local average wages, we control for observable individual characteristics such as
education, gender, race and other attributes described above. Therefore, variations in our wage
data reflect only the city wage-premium for each occupation. The Census provides measures of

total employment,
∑

k′ L
k′j
n , from the County Business Patterns (CBP) that better match Bureau

of Economic Analysis (BEA) industry-level counts than ACS totals. We thus combine total em-

ployment from the CBP with ACS data on employment shares to obtain Lkjn . Finally, we use rent
data included in the Regional Price Parities produced by the BEA. Those are, in turn, produced
using ACS data on rents paid after adjusting for individual home characteristics.

A detailed account of the data and the specific procedures adopted to harmonize different
sources is given in Section 10 of the Appendix.

4.2 Preferences

As mentioned above, household utility is increasing in a Cobb-Douglas aggregator of goods produced

in different sectors, Ckn =
∏
j

(
Ckjn

)αj
. The consumption share parameters, αj , are chosen such

that the demand for goods in each industry equate to supply nationally. The elasticity parameter
in real estate, αreal estate, is particularly important for cost of living variations across localities. We
calibrate this elasticity to close to 20 percent which aligns with the shelter portion of Personal
Consumption Expenditures that includes only rent/mortgage costs.11

We model amenities as multiplicative in our benchmark calibration,

U
(
Ckn(a), an, A

k
n

)
= anA

k
nC

k
n(a).

Specifically, idiosyncratic preferences for city-specific amenities, an, are drawn independently from
a Fréchet distribution across cities, parameterized by the shape parameter, ν, which captures the
extent of preference heterogeneity across workers employed in each occupation. Higher values of ν
imply less heterogeneity, with all workers ordering cities in the same way when ν →∞. The Fréchet
distribution for idiosyncratic amenity parameters implies closed-form expressions for the fraction
of workers in each city. We set the distribution of amenity types so that the average elasticity of
employment with respect to real wages in our model matches the estimate from Fajgelbaum et al.
(2018). This implies ν = 2.02.

10With 382 cities and 22 industries solving the model requires repeatedly inverting a square matrix with more than
10,000 rows.

11We also explore different calibrations of this share adopted in previous work. See Section 8.3.2 of the Appendix
for a discussion of its implications and robustness. Also, see Section 7.4 for an extension where we allow real estate
shares of consumption to be different across occupations.
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In Section 7.3 we consider an alternative parameterization of preferences where amenities have
an additive form and their cross-sectional distribution is Gumbel. This modeling assumption elim-
inates complementarities between amenity levels and consumption, though still allowing for closed
form expressions. We show that our main findings also hold under this alternative parameterization.

4.3 Technology

Production is Cobb-Douglas in materials, housing, and a CES aggregator of different labor types.
The implied unit cost for producing variety z in industry j in city n is

xjn(z) =
xjn

zjn
= Bj

n

rβ
j
n
n

[
K∑
k=1

(
wkn

λkjn

)1−ε] 1−βjn
1−ε


γjn

J∏
j′=1

(
P j
′
n

)γj′jn
, (5)

where xjn is a city-industry specific unit cost index, γjn are value-added shares, βjn is the share of

housing and structures, γj
′j
n is the share of material inputs sourced from sector j′, and ε is the

elasticity of substitution between different types of labor. We allow for a non-unit elasticity of
substitution between labor types so that the model may match the cross-city variation in wage-
shares depicted in Figure 2 in Section 2.

When quantifying the model, we adopt the convention that all land and structures are managed
by firms in the real estate sector. These firms then sell their services to other sectors and to final
consumers. We accordingly reassign the gross operating surplus of all sectors other than real estate,
after deducting equipment investment, to purchases from the real estate sector. These surpluses
are in turn added to the gross operating surplus of real estate.12 This convention implies that the
share of land and structures, βjn, in the production of all sectors other than real estate is equal to
zero. Observe also that the share, βreal estaten , helps determine the supply elasticity of real estate
services which differs across cities.

4.4 Obtaining Equilibrium Measures of Productivity

Given parameters for the production function, trade costs, and the Fréchet elasticity, θ, data on
wages and rents by occupation and location, (wkn and rn), as well as on employment by occupation,

industry, and location, (Lkjn ), are sufficient to determine equilibrium measures of productivity in

every occupation, industry, and location, λkjn . The logic underlying this observation is that one
needs a particular alignment of unit-costs to rationalize observed allocations of production in space.
For example, if computer and electronic manufacturing is to be heavily concentrated in San Jose,
those goods must be cheaper to produce in that city than in other locations. Said differently,
households and firms must have enough of a reason to purchase those goods from San Jose rather
than to produce them locally. From wages, employment, consumption shares and input-output
linkages, one can obtain a measure of local demand for computers and, therefore, also how much
of those goods need to be exported to other cities. At the same time, given bilateral trade-costs
and trade elasticities, one can deduce the unit costs that allow that demand to be satisfied in
equilibrium. The implied system of equations then provides us with measures of unit costs and,
therefore, productivity for all cities and industries. We state this result formally in Lemma 1 below.

12One can verify that those reassignments do not affect aggregate operational surplus (net of equipment investment),
aggregate labor compensation, and aggregate value added (net of equipment investment).
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Lemma 1. Given data on wages by city and occupation, (wkn), and on employment by city, occu-

pation and industry, (Lkjn ), the model implies:

1. Values for gross output and total expenditures in each city and industry, conditional on pro-

duction function and utility parameters (αj, γjn, γj
′j
n , βjn);

2. Given 1, values for unit production costs, xjn and price indices for each tradable sector and
city P jn conditional on the parameter governing the distribution of productivity shocks and
finite transport costs (θ and κjnn′ <∞);

3. Given 1 and 2, productivity shifters, λkjn , conditional on non-tradable prices (P jn for j such
that κjnn′ =∞);

4. Given 1 and 2, city-specific average amenity shifters for each occupation, Akn, conditional on
the distribution of idiosyncratic amenity values, Ψ.

The proof of Lemma 1 follows steps 2 through 9 of the algorithm described in Section 2.2 of the
Appendix. It implies that conditional on model parameters, which we describe below, wages, em-
ployment and non-tradable price data are sufficient to infer total productivity. In particular, while
λkjn has both an exogenous component and an endogenous spillover component through equation
(4), the model inversion only gives us its combined equilibrium levels. Given a parameterization of
local productivity spillovers, we can then decompose the fundamental and endogenous components
of the productivity shifters, λkjn .

Item 1 of Lemma 1 implies that the share parameters for non-tradable goods cannot be chosen
freely. In particular, because real estate is not tradable, expenditures have to equal gross output in
every city in those sectors. Thus, we choose βreal estaten to ensure that this condition holds in each city
n.13 In contrast, because tradable goods by definition can be produced and consumed in different
places, expenditures on those goods do not have to equal gross output in any city. Geographic
variations in gross output within those sectors, therefore, can be reconciled by differences in unit
costs driven by productivity and local price differentials.

To calibrate the share parameters of the production function and the Cobb-Douglas utility
aggregator in item 1 of Lemma 1, we use an average of the 2011 to 2015 Bureau of Economic
Analysis (BEA) Use Tables, each adjusted by that total gross output in the same year. We assume
that tradable sectors have share parameters that are identical across all cities. Since the model
does not allow for foreign trade, we adjust the Use Table by deducting purchases from international
producers from input purchases and, for accounting consistency, from the definition of gross output
for the sector.

We set the Fréchet parameter governing trade elasticities, θ, in item 2 of Lemma 1 to 10.
Estimates of trade elasticities range from 3 to 17 in the literature (see Footnote 44 in Caliendo
and Parro (2015), as well as section 4.2 in Head and Mayer (2014) for comprehensive summaries
of estimates). While θ has been estimated for various levels of disaggregation, estimates vary
somewhat widely for a given sector or commodity across studies. For example, while Caliendo and
Parro (2015) estimate an elasticity of 7.99 for basic metals and 4.75 for chemicals, Feenstra et al.
(2018) estimate elasticities of 1.16 and 1.46 respectively for those two categories. For our purposes,
this uncertainty is further compounded by the fact that trade elasticities relevant for trade between
countries may be less relevant for trade between regions or cities.

We treat transportation costs in non-tradable sectors (‘real estate,’ and ‘retail, construction,
and utilities’) as infinite. For tradable sectors, we follow Anderson et al. (2014) and assume that

13See Section 2.2 of the Appendix, step 3, for the exact implementation of this constraint
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trade costs increase with distance. Specifically, in order to ship one unit of good to city n from city

n′, κjnn′ = (dnn′)
tj units of the good need to be produced in city n′, with dnn′ denoting the distance

between city n and city n′ in miles. The within city distance is set to 20 miles. The parameter tj

is industry specific. For commodities, we directly estimate tj from the Commodity Flow Survey
synthetic microdata using standard gravity regressions based on model trade-shares. In tradable
services, we use the values obtained by Anderson et al. (2014) using Canadian data.14

Finally, Ciccone and Peri (2005) summarize estimates for the elasticity of substitution between
skilled and unskilled labor in the literature as ranging between 1.36 and 2. Card (2001) estimates the
elasticity of substitution between occupations to be closer to 10. We adopt ε = 2 as a benchmark.

4.5 Comparison with Prior Empirical Work and Model Validation

In Section 2.3 of the Appendix, we show that tradable prices, total factor productivity (TFP)
measures, and amenities obtained from our model inversion, using items 2, 3 and 4 in Lemma
1 respectively, compare favorably with previous empirical work. In our study, however, these
measures are obtained through a unified general equilibrium framework also underlying our analysis
of optimal policy. We summarize the main findings from our model validation exercises, discussed
in Section 2.3 of the Appendix, as follows: (i) tradable goods prices fall with city size, in line with
Handbury and Weinstein (2014), (ii) amenities for CNR workers are relatively higher in cities where
CNR workers are disproportionately located, in line with Diamond (2016), and (iii) TFP rises with
city size and the CNR share with magnitudes similar to those found in previous work summarized
by Melo et al. (2009) and Moretti (2004b).

4.6 Estimating Production Externalities by Worker Type

We have thus far described how occupation-specific productivity, λkjn , emerges in equilibrium in a
way that is consistent with observed data on wages and sectoral employment. Having obtained these
productivity measures through the model inversion, we now turn to estimating their relationship
to population across cities, both its scale and composition.

We assume that occupational spillovers have the same labor-augmenting effect across sectors.
This assumption is consistent with Ellison et al. (2010) who find that aside from natural advantages
and input-output linkages, occupational complementarities are the main source of industrial co-
location. Hence, we let

lnλkjn = τR,k ln

(
Lkn
Ln

)
+ τL,k ln (Ln) + ln λ̂kjn , (6)

where λ̂kjn is an exogenously determined component of technology. In turn, this term is given by

ln λ̂kjn = ak0 + akZZ
j
n + dkj + ukjn ,

where Zjn is a vector of observable city-industry characteristics, dkj denotes a set of industry dum-
mies, and ukjn captures unobserved city-specific sources of natural advantages in the production of
sector j goods with workers of type k.15

14We do not need to calibrate η, the elasticity of substitution between varieties, since in equilibrium this only scales
prices P jn by a fixed amount for each industry j. Therefore, they do not affect spatial allocations and are absorbed
by the normalization in Step 6 of the model inversion algorithm described in Section 2.2 of the Appendix.

15When estimating (6), we observe that ukjn also incorporates measurement error in xjn’s, which passes through to
lnλkjn multiplied by 1/γjn. For that reason we multiply both sides of (6) by γjn before estimating.
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Equation (6) allows for an agglomeration effect that depends on overall city size, through τL,k,
and an additional effect related to the share of each worker type, through τR,k (where R stands for
‘Ratio’). The elasticity of productivity with respect to the concentration of a given worker of type
k in city n is

∂ lnλkjn
∂ lnLkn

= τR,k
(

1− Lkn
Ln

)
+ τL,k

Lkn
Ln

. (7)

Therefore, when τL,k < τR,k, the marginal productivity effect of workers in occupation k is
smaller in cities where those workers are already more concentrated.16 In addition, there are
cross-occupational effects. Specifically, for k 6= k′, we have that

∂ lnλkjn
∂ lnLk′n

= −
(
τR,k − τL,k

) Lk′n
Ln

. (8)

Thus, cross-occupational externalities are negative when τL,k < τR,k. Namely, in this case, an ad-
ditional worker in an alternative occupation results in a negative productivity effect. Furthermore,
this congestion effect increases with the share of workers in alternative occupations, Lk

′
n /Ln.

In any OLS estimation of equation (6), coefficients are potentially biased since workers of a
given type may choose to live in cities where they are relatively most productive. This would
induce a correlation between the exogenous component of worker productivity, λ̂kjn , and the share
of each type of worker in a given city. Moreover, the estimates might be biased if there are omitted
variables correlated with both λ̂kjn and the occupational ratio.

To address omitted variable bias, we add various controls to our basic OLS regression: (i) dum-
mies for 9 census divisions interacted with industry dummies. These aim to absorb geographical
and historical components that jointly determine amenities and productivity in different places, (ii)
geographic amenities constructed by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) that
include measures of climate, topography, and water area. These controls account for the possibil-
ity that whatever geographic characteristics lead workers to choose certain cities also potentially
influence their productivity, (iii) the share of manufacturing workers in 1920. This control aims
to extract long standing factors that may have influenced the industrial composition of particular
locations, and (iv) controls for demographic characteristics of different cities, including racial com-
position, gender split, the fraction of immigrant population, and age structure. Together, these
controls narrow down the identification of externality coefficients to rely only on the extent to
which more productive, but otherwise similar, cities attract individuals of a specific demographic
make-up.17

The first column of Table 2 reports the coefficients from an OLS estimation of equation (6)
with all the controls. The estimation also allows for two-way clustered standard errors by city and
industry and produces coefficients that are positive and significant. They indicate that individual
productivity is enhanced by the presence of other workers of the same occupational group. The

16See Glaeser and Gottlieb (2008) for a discussion of the marginal implications of those elasticities. Note also that
the specification can be readily extended to additional occupations as long as we restrict all cross-occupation effects
to take place, directly or indirectly, through total population.

17Results from OLS regressions with different sets of controls are described in Section 2.4 of the Appendix, table
A7. The census division dummies are: 1. New England, 2. Mid-Atlantic, 3. East North Central, 4. West North
Central, 5. South Atlantic, 6. East South Central, 8. Mountain and 9. Pacific. Geographic controls include average
temperature for January and July, hours of sunlight in January, humidity in July from 1941 to 1970, variations in
topography, and percent of water area. Demographic controls are, by city, the percent female, black, hispanic, and
percent in the age bins 16-25 and 26-65 (observations related to the younger-than-16 population are dropped from
the sample, and the age bin 66+ is omitted from the regression).
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Table 2: Instrumental Variables Estimate

(1) (2) (3)
OLS 2SLS CUE

VARIABLES CNR non-CNR CNR non-CNR CNR non-CNR

ln(L
k
n

Ln
) 0.889*** 0.702*** 1.177*** 0.263 1.304*** 0.835*

(0.12) (0.22) (0.38) (0.51) (0.38) (0.51)
ln(Ln) 0.386*** 0.322*** 0.334*** 0.284*** 0.349*** 0.357***

(0.05) (0.04) (0.06) (0.05) (0.06) (0.04)

Observations 7,460 7,460 7,460 7,460 7,460 7,460
K.P. F 3.912 5.425 3.912 5.425
S.W.F. Lkn Share 5.975 8.369 5.975 8.369
S.W.F. Ln 5.997 8.587 5.997 8.587

Regressions estimate equation (6) multiplied by γjn to correct for heteroskedasticity
in measurement errors (see Footnote 15). Dependent variable is lnλkjn obtained from
model inversion procedure described in text. Standard errors in parentheses, clustered
two-ways by city and by industry. ***p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

coefficients also indicate the presence of congestion effects since τL,k < τR,k and so equation (8)
implies that cross-occupational externalities are negative.

Instrumenting for Employment Levels and Composition
In order to isolate the residual simultaneity between exogenous productivity variations and labor

allocations, we resort to variants of instruments proposed in the literature. Specifically, we follow
Ciccone and Hall (1996) and use population a century ago to capture historical determinants of
current population. We also follow Card (2001) and Moretti (2004a) and use the variation in early
immigrant population and the presence of land-grant colleges to capture historical determinants
of skill composition across cities. A detailed discussion of the specific instruments is provided in
Section 2.5 of the Appendix.

Table 2 shows estimation results with instrumental variables (IVs) and all the controls. The
second column shows the corresponding two-stage-least-squares estimates. Those are similar to the
OLS estimates, being well within one standard error from one another. To evaluate the strength of
the instrumental variables, we follow the procedure in Sanderson and Windmeijer (2016) and obtain
separate first-stage F statistics for each of the endogenous variables.18 Since these F-statistics are
less than 10, the associated estimates may be subject to bias and have incorrect standard errors. The
IV literature then recommends using limited information maximum likelihood (LIML) estimators.
The third column of Table 2, therefore, carries out an estimation using a continuously updated
GMM estimator (GMM-CUE), similar to a limited information maximum likelihood estimator but
which allows for clustered and heteroskedastic standard errors. The Stock and Yogo (2005) critical
values in the LIML model for a p-value of 5 percent or better is 6.46, at or close to our obtained
values.

These instruments, inspired by previous studies, exploit the idea that after allowing for controls,
all long-term local productivity effects of either historical immigration enclaves, land-grant college
location, or historical population derive from their repercussions on current population and its
occupational composition. To verify that our empirical strategy indeed identifies external effects,
we carry out the same regressions but on data generated by a counterfactual allocation where we

18This follows the intuition laid out by Angrist and Pischke (2008) that requires strong IVs to predict the two
endogenous variables independently from one another.
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set τR,k = τL,k = 0 for all occupations k. The results are presented in Table A8 in Section 2.6 of
the Appendix. They confirm that the OLS estimates capturing the effect of occupation shares on
productivity are biased downward (the coefficients are now negative), whereas the estimates related
to external productivity effects driven by overall population exhibit little bias. Importantly, the
exercise also shows that our IVs successfully eliminate most of those biases, especially so in the
case of GMM-CUE estimates.

As a final measure of robustness, we carry out an estimation exercise using IVs implied by the
model. Recall that, in our framework, the size and composition of population in different locations is
determined simultaneously by local productivity, amenities, input-output linkages, and trade costs.
Thus, we construct a counterfactual allocation where, for each industry and occupation, we set
productivity to be fully exogenous and equal to the cross-city averages of productivity parameters,
λkjn . We then use the counterfactual employment shares and totals, obtained with exogenous
productivity only, as instruments. The results, presented in Section 2.7 of the Appendix, Table A9,
confirm the main findings. Specifically, the effect of population composition is larger than that of
city size, and the worker composition effect is larger for CNR workers than for non-CNRs.

4.7 The Role of Externalities in Spatial Occupational Polarization
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Figure 3: Occupational share and wage premium - no externalities

Counterfactual values obtained from assuming no externalities (τR,k = τL,k = 0), while keeping

the exogenous part of productivity as originally quantified (blue dots). Grey dots correspond to

equilibrium values in Figure 1.

We adopt the GMM-CUE coefficients in the last column of Table 2 as our benchmark. These
coefficients imply that cross-occupational externalities are negative for CNR workers in that τL,CNR

is significantly smaller than τR,CNR. Hence, non-CNR workers create negative congestion effects for
CNR workers. In contrast, for non-CNR workers, the difference between τR,non-CNR and τL,non-CNR

is not significant indicating no clear evidence of congestion effects from CNR workers to non-CNR
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workers.19

The externality effects stemming from local occupational composition are substantial. They
imply, all else equal, that moving from Winston-Salem, NC, with a share of CNR employment of
36 percent, corresponding to approximately the 76th percentile of the distribution of CNR shares,
to Austin, TX, with share of 42 percent, closer to the 95th percentile, increases productivity for
CNR workers by approximately 6 percent and reduces it for non-CNR workers by 3 percent.20

Agglomeration externalities are similarly important. Moving from a city near the 75th percentile
of the distribution such as Trenton, NJ, with approximately 182 thousand workers, to one near
the 88th percentile such as Rochester, NY, with approximately 433 thousand workers, implies
productivity gains of close to 11 percent for both types of workers.
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Figure 4: Occupational wage bill share: predicted vs equilibrium - no externalities

Counterfactual values obtained from assuming no externalities (τR,k = τL,k = 0), while keeping
the exogenous part of productivity as originally quantified (blue dots). Grey dots correspond to
equilibrium values depicted in Figure 2.

In Section 2, we conjectured that occupational externalities account for salient patterns in the
data related to the polarization of occupations and wage inequality across cities. We now verify
this basic intuition given the TFP measures recovered from the model inversion and the implied
externalities in TFP we estimated.

Counterfactual equilibrium allocations generated in the absence of externalities (i.e., τR,k =
τL,k = 0 for all k) are presented as blue dots in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows that contrary to
Figure 1, the relationship between the share of CNR workers and the CNR wage premium absent
externalities indeed becomes negative, indicating that the relative abundance of CNR workers now

19The p-value when testing the hypothesis that τR,k−τL,k > 0 is 0.017 for the case of CNRs and 0.34 for the case of
non-CNRs. In Section 8.6 of the Appendix we explore how these estimates depend on the use of a Mincerian regression
to extract the effects of returns to education from wages. In that case, we find τR,CNR = 1.61, τR,non-CNR = 0.68,
τL,CNR = 0.32 and τL,non-CNR = 0.37.

20Here we state the average contribution to total factor productivity accounted for each type of worker, given
approximately by γjd lnλkjn in tradable sectors. See discussion in Section 2.3.4 of the Appendix.
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decreases their relative compensation. Furthermore, Figure 4 shows that without these productivity
spillovers, the equilibrium wage bill share increases less than one-for-one with the wage bill share
predicted by variations in industrial composition, as opposed to more than one-for-one in Figure 2.
To see why, note that absent production externalities induced by employment size and composition,
productivity is determined exogenously. Therefore, CNR workers in a city with a comparative
advantage in the production of CNR-intensive goods would generally earn higher wages. Local
firms would consequently substitute CNR workers for non-CNR workers and, given an elasticity of
substitution between occupations greater than 1, that city’s CNR wage share falls.

These exercises point to the patterns identified in Section 2 as being effectively driven by
occupation-specific elasticities. Given the significance of these externalities, the optimal and equi-
librium allocations differ. This in turn creates a role for optimal spatial policy to which we turn
next.

5 Optimal Allocation

We now describe the optimal allocation and the policies that implement it. We start by defining
social preferences and by setting up the planner’s problem.

5.1 The Planner’s Problem

The planner’s problem takes as given that workers in each occupation can freely move across cities.
Under this assumption, and given multiplicative amenities drawn from a Fréchet distribution,21 the
expected utility of a worker of type k is given by

vk = Γ

(
ν − 1

ν

)(∑
n

(
AknC

k
n

)ν) 1
ν

.

Then, if φk denotes welfare weights for each occupation, we can postulate the generalized social
welfare function

W =
∑
k

φkU

Γ

(
ν − 1

ν

)( N∑
n=1

(
AknC

k
n

)ν) 1
ν

Lk, (9)

where U is increasing and concave. This generalized social welfare function nests the leading cases
of a utilitarian planner, in which U is linear, and the limit in which U becomes infinitely concave so
thatW approximates the max-min welfare function of a Rawlsian planner. The planner maximizes
the expression in (9) subject to the availability of labor in each occupation within each city (2), as
well as the resource utilization constraints on labor, land, structures, final goods and intermediate
goods. The key difference between the optimal and equilibrium allocations stems from a wedge
between the private and social marginal products of labor. Lemma 2 characterizes this wedge.22

Lemma 2. Let ∆k
n denote the wedge between the private and social marginal value of a worker in

occupation k in city n. Then,

∆k
n = wkn

∂ lnλkn (Ln)

∂ lnLkn
+ wk

′
n

Lk
′
n

Lkn

∂ lnλk
′
n (Ln)

∂ lnLkn
, (10)

where ∂ lnλkn
∂ lnLkn

and ∂ lnλk
′
n

∂ lnLkn
are given by equations (7) and (8).

21See Section 7.3 for a discussion of the case with additive amenities.
22See Sections 3 and 4 of the Appendix for a formal statement of the planner’s problem and its solution.
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The wedge in Lemma 2 points to the distortions that the planner is seeking to correct. It
increases with the elasticity of worker productivity with respect to the number of workers in occu-
pation k, ∂ lnλk

′
n (Ln) /∂ lnLkn, in all occupations. Moreover, the contribution of this elasticity in

a given occupation and city varies with the proportion of workers in that occupation within that
city, Lk

′
n /L

k
n, as well as their private marginal product, namely their wage, wkn.

The estimated externality parameters in Table 2 imply that occupation k’s own elasticity is
positive, ∂ lnλkn (Ln) /∂ lnLkn > 0, while its cross-elasticity with other occupations is negative,
∂ lnλk

′
n (Ln) /∂ lnLkn < 0. It follows that the wedge, ∆k

n, for any occupation k increases with its
wage, wkn, and decreases with the wage of occupation k′, wk′n . Hence, all else equal, the planner will
seek to increase the concentration of workers of a given occupation in places where those workers
are most productive (as reflected in their wage). Conversely, the planner will seek to lower the
concentration of workers of a given type in locations where that type is less productive. The end
result is an increase in spatial polarization.

Given these wedges, the optimal policy is then most intuitively framed in terms of a set of taxes
and subsidies that incentivize workers to move to cities where their spillovers are larger. Put another
way, the planner internalizes the wedge between the private and social marginal productivity of
workers. At the same time, a utilitarian planner also attempts to balance gains between different
type of workers. Proposition 1 provides an exact characterization of this spatial policy.

Proposition 1. If the planner’s problem is globally concave, the optimal allocation can be achieved
by a set of city-invariant labor taxes, tkL, city-specific labor subsidies, ∆k

n, and transfers, Rk, such
that

PnC
k
n = (1− tkL)(wkn + ∆k

n) + χk +Rk,

where tkL = 1
1+ν , and Rk is such that

φkU ′(vk)vkLk =
∑
n

PnC
k
nL

k
n.

The proposition generalizes a key insight in Fajgelbaum and Gaubert (2020) to a multi-industry
environment. Because spillover elasticities are not industry-specific, one need not keep track of sec-
toral employment shares in order to determine the optimal subsidy. Therefore, even with multiple
industries, the optimal policy collapses to the special case in which occupational shares and wages
become sufficient statistics.23 Crucially, unlike Fajgelbaum and Gaubert (2020), the optimal alloca-
tion does depend in important ways on local industry-specific productivity and linkages (since they
determine local employment and wages in both occupations). This feature in turn has important
implications for the composition of industries across space.

The global concavity condition on W in equation (9) generally depends on the concavity of
U in the planner’s objective. In our numerical results, we assume that U is sufficiently concave
to guarantee that Proposition 1 holds. The resulting planner’s solution tells us that households’
consumption differs from that implied by their budget constraint in two ways. First, the planner’s
solution depends on the social marginal product of labor, given by wkn+ ∆k

n, rather than its private
counterpart. Second, in the planner’s solution, consumption increases less than one-for-one with
the (social) marginal product of labor. This second element is optimal since, with heterogeneous

23In Section 8.2 of the Appendix, we relax the assumption of industry invariant elasticities and describe how one
would account for such heterogeneity. More generally, when spillover elasticities are industry-specific, the optimal
subsidy requires that the planner keep track of sectoral employment shares but not the details of intersectoral linkages.
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preferences for locations, households who choose to live in lower wage cities do so because their
marginal utility of consumption is nevertheless higher in those locations.24

In the optimal allocation, workers also receive transfers (Rk in the implementation equation
presented in Proposition 1) that are dependent on worker type but not on where they live. Those
are adjusted by the planner to ensure that welfare for different worker types increases in a way
that is consistent with the weights φk. As such, because the planner’s problem only features real
variables, transfers depend on how the returns to the national portfolio of land and structures are
shared, χk. We should note that the system of taxes and transfers we describe is just one way
of implementing the optimal allocation. For given χk’s, the planner chooses transfers, Rk’s, to
achieve a particular real allocation of consumption summarized by φkU ′(vk)vkLk =

∑
n PnC

k
nL

k
n

in Proposition 1. Alternative distributions of the returns to land and structures, therefore, would
imply alternative transfers, Rk’s, consistent with the same real optimal allocations. As an example,
one could imagine a real estate tax on all rental income that is redistributed in such a way that
leaves optimal choices unchanged.

Finally, it is worth emphasizing that the optimal allocation does not account for external ef-
fects of population composition on amenities documented by Diamond (2016). Those effects would
further encourage spatial sorting to the degree that high-earning workers benefit from proximity to
other high-earning workers as suggested by Diamond (2016). In Section 7.4 of the Appendix, we
derive the quantitative implications of amenities that are endogenous to local labor composition.
Specifically, we use the parameterization in Fajgelbaum and Gaubert (2020) obtained from esti-
mates in Diamond (2016). Suppressing these endogenous effects eliminates the positive relationship
between the CNR share and relative amenities. However, the relationship between relative resid-
ual amenities and city size becomes more pronounced. Intuitively, given the estimates in Diamond
(2016), large non-CNR populations generate larger congestion effects on CNR workers than on non-
CNR workers. Ultimately, therefore, our findings on the optimality of increasing the concentration
CNR workers in larger cities, computed without endogenous amenities, constitute if anything a
lower bound.

5.2 The Value of Social Wedges Across Cities and Occupations

The wedge between the social and private marginal product of labor, ∆k
n in equation (10), may be

computed for each city and each occupation. Figure 5 shows the differences between the wedges
corresponding to CNR and non-CNR workers. These differences illustrate how much productivity
increases by switching one type of worker for the other across cities, over and above any wage
differences. The wedge difference is positive in all cities, with the average difference itself being
fairly large at $63,135 dollars per worker, larger than the average wage difference between CNR
and non-CNR workers. This sizeable average difference in wedges follows in part from the relative
scarcity of CNR workers. Reallocating these workers more productively across space then also leads
to a sizable efficiency gain. Furthermore, this gain suggests that education and migration policies
that create and attract CNR workers can potentially have high social value. Here, however, we
take the supply of CNR and non-CNR workers as given.

The correlation between the wedge differential illustrated in Figure 5 and the CNR share is
0.48. The analogous correlation with log population is 0.62. Weighing observations by city size,
these correlations increase to 0.67 and 0.76 respectively, indicating relationships that are stronger
among larger cities. The wedge difference appears to be particularly large in larger CNR-intensive

24Fajgelbaum and Gaubert (2020) show that heterogeneity in preferences induces the same optimal tax as an
isoelastic negative spillover in amenities. See Davis and Gregory (2020) for a critique of this argument. In Section
4.3 of the Appendix, we show that our main qualitative results do not depend on this component of optimal policy.
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Figure 5: ∆CNR
n −∆non-CNR

n (equilibrium values)

∆CNR
n captures the wedge between the social and the private marginal product of labor for CNR workers, as described

in Lemma 2 and ∆non-CNR
n for non-CNRs. Each marker in the map refers to a CBSA. Marker sizes are proportional

to total employment in each city.

cities. Externalities from CNR workers appear to be particularly large in New York, Houston, and
cities in California. They appear less pronounced in Florida and, more broadly, in the South and
Mid-West (except, modestly, in Chicago).

6 Quantifying the Optimal Allocation

In computing the optimal allocation, we set set the Pareto weights, φk, such that gains under
the planner’s solution are proportionately equal for both types of workers. Figure 6 shows the
percentage change in employment in the optimal allocation relative to the equilibrium allocation
for CNR workers. The figure shows that the optimal allocation features a greater concentration
of CNR workers in larger cities relative to the decentralized equilibrium, thereby intensifying the
spatial polarization of occupations. This rise in spatial polarization follows in part from the spillover
coefficient estimates in Section 4.6. Those underscored that both types of workers (but particularly
those in CNR occupations) become more productive when clustered with other workers of their
own type. As discussed below, other features of the economy also play a key role in driving the
optimal policy, including the degree of heterogeneity in industrial composition as well as linkages
between industries.

Figure 6 shows that increases in CNR workers under the optimal allocation are particularly large
in cities like New York, San Francisco or San Jose where the difference in wedges between social and
private marginal products of labor is especially large. These cities, together with other relatively
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Figure 6: LCNR
n (percentage change from data equilibrium)

Percentage change in employment of CNR workers between equilibrium and optimal values. Each
marker in the map refers to a CBSA. Marker sizes are proportional to total equilibrium employment
in each city.

large agglomerations including Chicago, Dallas, Houston, and Los Angeles that are somewhat less
CNR-intensive, become cognitive hubs under the optimal allocation. More generally, as shown in
the scatterplots of Figure 6, the optimal policy creates cognitive hubs in larger cities that are already
CNR abundant under the decentralized equilibrium. Because trade is costly, cities that gain CNR
workers are somewhat uniformly distributed in space according to overall economic activity. They
constitute cognitive hubs in that they absorb CNR workers and are now surrounded by smaller
cities with more non-CNR workers.25

Figure 7 shows the corresponding figure for non-CNR workers. It illustrates that while the
planner generally chooses to incentivize non-CNR workers to move to smaller cities, a few large
cities do nevertheless become more non-CNR abundant under the optimal allocation. This is the
case for Miami, Las Vegas, Phoenix, and San Antonio among others where the wedge differential
is not as large in the decentralized equilibrium. These cities become new non-CNR centers. They
specialize in non-CNR intensive industries such as accommodation and retail and grow in size
resulting from a larger inflow of non-CNR workers than an outflow of CNR workers.

While the share of CNR workers increases in large cities under the optimal allocation, Figure
8 also shows that these cities lose in overall population while smaller cities increase in size. New
cognitive hubs, therefore, emerge alongside growing small and non-CNR abundant cities. Put an-
other way, the city size distribution evens out under the optimal allocation. This feature recognizes
that while the productivity of CNR workers increases with the number of those workers, congestion
also increases with city size. Furthermore, heterogeneous location preferences imply that attracting

25See Section 7.2 for an exercise showing how trade costs matters for optimal policy.
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n (percentage change from data equilibrium)

Percentage change in employment of non-CNR workers between equilibrium and optimal values.
Each marker in the map refers to a CBSA. Marker sizes are proportional to total equilibrium
employment in each city.

CNR workers to a given city becomes increasingly difficult on the margin.

6.1 The Effects of Optimal Policy on Industrial Specialization

Along with cities becoming more even in size under the optimal allocation, we observe that both
small and large cities generally increase their degree of industrial specialization while medium-
size cities tend to move towards greater industrial diversification. Figure 9 highlights this pattern
using changes in the Gini coefficient associated with the distribution of wage bill shares across
industries. The figure illustrates how these changes vary with the share of CNR employment and
depicts a U-shaped pattern. In the efficient allocation, cities with low and high CNR worker
shares become more specialized. In contrast, cities with intermediate CNR shares exhibit zero
or negative changes in Gini coefficients, indicating no change or greater industrial diversification
in those locations. This finding emerges because concentrating occupations is more valuable in
cities whose industries employ a specific occupation intensively. The planner’s solution, therefore,
prescribes further expanding industries in cities that have a more extreme skill mix. Moreover,
these cities tend to be at either end of the size distribution so that the U-shaped relationship
shown in Figure 9 also holds, though somewhat attenuated, with respect to population (see Figure
A22 in Section 9 of the Appendix).

As examples of how efficient allocations change the industrial composition landscape, we high-
light two cities at either end of the CNR share distribution. At one end, San Jose, CA, with close
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Figure 8: Percentage change in Ln from equilibrium to optimal

Note: Each observation refers to a CBSA. Marker sizes are proportional to total employment.

to 1 million workers, sees its share of CNR workers increase from 51.4 percent to 90.7 percent.
This change reflects an increase in specialization summarized by a 0.11 change in the industrial
Gini coefficient. It captures in part an increase of 19 percentage points in the employment share
of San Jose’s top industry, professional and business services, and a 14 percentage point increase
in that industry’s wage bill share. At the other end, Harrisonburg, VA, with only 50,126 work-
ers, sees instead its share of non-CNR workers increase from 73.0 percent to 83.0 percent. This
change stems from the planner emphasizing employment in the industries in which Harrisonburg’s
non-CNR workers are already intensively employed; hence, the Gini coefficient increases by 0.04
under the optimal allocation. The employment share in Harrisonburg’s top industry, non-tradables
(retail, construction, and utilities), increases by 2.0 percentage points while its wage bill sees a 3.0
percentage point rise.26

In the middle of the city size distribution, changes in the Gini coefficient associated with wage
bill shares across industries are generally close to zero or negative. In other words, many of those
medium-size cities either stay with or diversify their industrial mix. For example, Scranton, PA, a
city of around 234,000 workers, sees its Gini coefficient fall by around 0.05 as its employment spreads
out across more industries. The wage bill share of its top industry, namely health, declines by 7.5
percentage points while the wage bill share of its new largest industry, non-tradables, increases by
2.1 percentage points.

26The changes in Gini coefficients are both reflected in shifts in the corresponding Lorenz curves, see Figure A23
in Section 9 of Appendix
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Figure 9: Changes in the Gini coefficient between the data and optimal allocation.

Note: Each observation refers to a CBSA. Marker sizes are proportional to total employment. The
solid-black line is a cubic fit on the data. The Gini is constructed using the Lorenz curves depicting
within city wage bill and industry rank.

6.2 Taxes and Transfers: Implementing the Optimal Allocation

Implementing the optimal allocation involves transfers specific to each occupation and location.
With those transfers, total consumption is equal to total income in every city. Importantly, transfers
are optimal and serve two key functions. First, they incentivize CNR workers to live in cognitive
hubs and non-CNR workers to further take advantage of the cheaper cost of living in smaller towns.
Second, they guarantee that relative welfare gains are the same across occupations.

To achieve equal welfare gains across occupations, the optimal transfer scheme in Proposition 1
has two components. One is related to wedges and incentivizes agents to go to the ‘right’ location,
ν

1+ν∆k
n− 1

1+νw
k
n. The other is a fixed transfer by occupation, Rk. This fixed transfer guarantees that

all workers obtain equal gains from moving to the planner’s allocation. This fixed transfer amounts
to a payment of $15,255 by CNR workers that finances a positive transfer of $16,872 to all non-
CNR workers. Put another way, the optimal transfer scheme amounts in part to a redistribution
mechanism that CNR workers willingly accept to form the cognitive hubs where they can thrive.

Optimal transfers also involve a component, ν
1+ν∆k

n − 1
1+νw

k
n, that incentivizes CNR workers

to move to larger cities where they tend to already concentrate, and for non-CNR workers to move
to smaller cities already specializing in non-CNR intensive industries. Because externalities are
occupation-specific, this reallocation yields larger CNR productivity increases in larger agglomera-
tions. This raises CNR wages and mitigates any need for large net transfers to those workers.

Optimal net transfers, after incentives are taken into account, are given by Rk+ ν
1+ν∆k

n− 1
1+νw

k
n

which are depicted in Figures 10 and 11.27 The net average contribution of CNR workers is $3,316.

27More specifically, net transfers in Proposition 1 are also such that Rk + ν
1+ν

∆k
n − 1

1+ν
wkn = PnC

k
n − wkn − χk.
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Figure 10: Optimal transfers to CNR workers (per CNR worker)

Note: Optimal transfers per CNR workers are defined as the difference in the optimal allocation
between the value consumed and the income they would receive given optimal wages and rents but
absent the transfers (PnC

CNR
n − wCNR

n − χk). Figure depicts deviation from employment weighted
average (US$ -3,316). Each marker in the map refers to a CBSA. Marker sizes are proportional to
total equilibrium employment in each city.

Observe that CNR workers do not need to be particularly incentivized to stay in the large CNR-
abundant cities. In fact, as Figure 10 shows, transfers decrease slightly with the CNR share and
city size. The increase in productivity and, therefore, wages that result from enhanced externalities
in cognitive hubs is sufficient to attract those workers. CNR workers are net recipients of transfers
in only 8 percent of locations but net payers in 92 percent of locations. On the whole, net payments
from CNR workers range from $309 (in the 10th percentile city) to $4,422 (in the 90th percentile).28

Once incentive-based transfers are taken into account, non-CNR workers receive on average a
net transfer of $2,020, ranging from $1,819 (in the 10th percentile city) to as much as $10,518 (in
the 90th percentile city). Because cognitive hubs offer a high wage to non-CNR workers, those
workers also accept a smaller net transfer to discourage other non-CNR types from joining them.
This observation accounts for the wide range in non-CNR transfers and reduces the average net
burden on CNR workers.29

The overall gain in welfare from implementing the optimal allocation amounts to 0.59 percent
of GDP for workers in both occupations. These gains are larger than those found in recent work

28Weighing by population, net transfers to or from CNR workers range from a net contribution of close to US$113
(10th percentile) to apprpoximately $10,000 (90th percentile), with the median net contribution being close to $2,475.

29If we weight by population, transfers and contributions to non-CNR workers range from a net contribution of
about $6,599 (10th percentile) to net receipts of $ 9,356 (90th percentile), with a median net receipt of about $3,460.
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Figure 11: Optimal transfers to non-CNR workers (per non-CNR worker)

Note: Optimal transfers per non-CNR workers are defined as the difference in the optimal alloca-
tion between the value consumed and the income they would receive given optimal wages and rents
but absent the transfers (PnC

non-CNR
n − wnon-CNR

n − χk). Figure depicts deviation from employ-
ment weighted average (US$ 2,020). Each marker in the map refers to a CBSA. Marker sizes are
proportional to total equilibrium employment in each city.

by Bartelme et al. (2019), 0.4 percent of GDP, in a study of optimal industrial policy in a multi-
country trade model. One important reason that gains are not larger in our framework is that the
observed equilibrium allocation is already fairly polarized. In fact, in the next section, we explore
features that have lead to this fairly polarized state starting from the prevailing conditions in 1980.
Before we do so, we benchmark the optimal spatial policy with existing government policies.

Benchmarking to existing policies
How out of the ordinary are the transfers implied by the optimal policy? The size of the

recent COVID pandemic assistance programs suggests a practical benchmark regarding the U.S.
government’s capacity to transfer resources to individuals. These programs also constitute an
interesting example of how transfer policies are implemented in practice. In the period after March
2020, a household consisting of two adults and two children between the ages of 6 and 17, and
earning less than $75,000 dollars per adult, received $6,200 per adult, or $12,400 per household,
from the three Economic Impact Payments (the “checks”) and child tax credit programs. This does
not include more targeted transfers such as enhanced unemployment benefits. The benchmark is
potentially even larger given other concurrent proposals to make some of these programs permanent,
such as the narrowly defeated child tax credit program.

The main distinction between our proposed optimal policy and public policies that have been
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or are under consideration is their dependence on income. In particular, the latter policies feature
phase-outs that serve as a common money-saving device in programs aiming to reduce poverty.
When applied at somewhat high income levels, these amount to an effective tax on higher-earning
individuals. Even before the COVID pandemic, phase-outs at such relatively high income levels
were already in place for higher-education provisions such as the Student Loan Interest Deduction
(phasing out in 2020 for incomes above $ 82,350) or the American Opportunity Tax Credit (phasing
out at $80,000) as well as for retirement incentives such as the IRA, which had contribution limits
phasing out at $124,000 for Roth IRAs and $65,000 for traditional IRAs.30 Given their size and
their phase-out features, the pandemic assistance programs seen through the lens of our model can
be consequential, all else equal, with respect to spatial allocations. Moreover, any other program
with similar features, for which there now exists a precedent, would have similar effects. The phase
outs, in particular, means that the location decisions of higher earners, more likely employed in
CNR occupations, would be distorted.

In Section 7.3 of the Appendix, we study a counterfactual that examines the spatial implications
of using the same rules as those of the pandemic assistance programs including the phase-outs. We
find that these programs look opposite to the spatial allocations generated by the optimal policy.
Cognitive hubs in larger cities become less pronounced since phase outs mean that CNR workers pay
an effective tax on the higher wages they could otherwise earn in those cities, and that compensate
them for the higher local rents.31

7 Probing the Model Features

The model economy includes a rich array of features including, for example, input-output linkages
and industry heterogeneity, sector specific trade costs, and multiplicative preferences for location.
It also imposes potentially strong simplifying assumptions, like equal expenditure shares in housing
across occupations. We now present a set of exercises that probe what role those features have in
determining key aspects of optimal policy.

7.1 Industrial Linkages and Cognitive Hubs

Realistic production linkages are essential for the formation of cognitive hubs under the optimal
policy. This is the case despite the optimal tax formula not appearing at first glance to depend on
the industrial composition of different cities. The reason is that the arguments of the optimal tax
formula are endogenous. Thus, any change in any aspect of industry heterogeneity that leads to a
change in wages and employment will also lead to a change in optimal taxes. We show below that a
counterfactual exercise that makes industries homogeneous changes the qualitative and quantitative
features of the optimal policy.

The endogeneity of optimal transfers is clear from the left panel of Figure 12 below. Recall that
transfers to workers in occupation k ∈ {CNR, non-CNR} increase linearly with the wedge between
social and private marginal values of labor in the occupation, ∆k

n (see equation 10). It follows
that a particularly informative statistic regarding the reallocative direction of optimal policy is the
difference between those wedges, ∆CNR

n − ∆non-CNR
n . Figure 12 shows the value of that statistic

in the data (on the horizontal axis) against its value in the optimal allocation. While they do
correlate, they are clearly not identical. As the planner incentivizes more CNR workers to live in
certain locations, the wages and employment shares that determine the wedge change. In particular,

30Those and other similar phase-out provisions are provided in the tax policy center website,
https://www.taxpolicycenter.org/briefing-book/how-do-phaseouts-tax-provisions-affect-taxpayers

31See the Appendix for details of the exercise and its quantitative implications as compared to the optimal policy.
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Figure 12: ∆CNR
n −∆non-CNR

n in equilibrium and optimal allocations

Note: Each observation refers to a CBSA. Marker sizes are proportional to total employment. The left panel refers
to the difference in the equilibrium and optimal allocations for the benchmark case and the right panel for the
counterfactual corresponding to homogenous linkages. The dashed line is a 45 degree line.

the nature of spillovers is such that the optimal transfer differential increases more than one for
one with the equilibrium wedge. The discrepancy arises because, while equilibrium wedges are
informative about optimal transfers, the actual optimal taxes are functions of the counterfactual
optimal allocation implied by all model parameters. As we make clear below, the specifics of
optimal taxes and transfers depend in important ways on the details of the industrial structure of
the economy.

To illustrate the role of industrial composition in the optimal mixing of worker types across cities,
we carry out a counterfactual exercise that eliminates heterogeneity in linkages between sectors and
makes them all symmetric. We then characterize the difference between the equilibrium and optimal
allocations under this counterfactual parameterization. The exercise, therefore, isolates how the
pattern of optimal policy changes in an economy that differs from our benchmark only through the
parameters governing cross-sectoral linkages.

We should note that our detailed multi-sector, multi-region, economy does not admit a repre-
sentative aggregate-sector irrespective of parameter values. In other words, there is no aggregation
theorem that applies in our model. Nonetheless, we can explore the role of sectoral heterogeneity
by studying a symmetric version of the economic environment where all sectors matter equally as
providers and purchasers of inputs to and from other sectors. That is, we treat all sectors (other
than real estate which is not traded) identically. Thus, we set value added shares and the share
of real estate services to be the same for all J − 1 sectors, and divide the remaining gross output
equally across inputs purchased from those same J − 1 sectors.32

The results from this exercise are depicted in Figure 13. Doing away with sectoral heterogeneity
yields an optimal policy that implies a U-shaped relationship between changes in CNR population

32Said differently, these exercises do away with heterogeneity in production linkages across all sectors other than
real estate. Specifically, we set γjn ∀j, other than real estate, equal to the value-added weighted average of γjn for

each n. Similarly, for each n, we set γj
′j
n =

1−γjn−γ
real estate,j
n
J−1

∀j, j′.
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and city size. Namely, with uniform sectoral linkages, optimal policy should form “cognitive hubs”
in both the smallest and the largest cities. This is reminiscent of the results in Fajgelbaum and
Gaubert (2020) who derive the optimal policy in a framework without industry heterogeneity. These
results, therefore, make clear that the qualitative nature of optimal allocations depends crucially on
the degree of sectoral heterogeneity in the economic environment and on the nature of cross-sectoral
linkages.
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Figure 13: Homogeneous Industry Links

Note: Comparison between counterfactual equilibrium and optimal allocations. Each observation refers to a CBSA.
Marker sizes are proportional to total employment. Blue markers refer to the counterfactual exercise and grey markers
to the baseline from the paper. The solid lines are either quadratic and linear fits to the data. The Gini coefficient
is constructed using the Lorenz curves depicting within city wage bill and industry rank.

So what drives the U-shaped relationship within this counterfactual exercise? Figure 14 presents
the exogenous component of productivity in six selected sectors. As the figure illustrates, the
exogenous component of productivity in health and education declines with city size, while in
other sectors like communications and financial services it increases steeply with city size. Hence,
absent linkages, the planner has good reasons to have some small cities specialize to a greater
degree in health and education while letting larger cities specialize in communication or financial
services.33 The observed heterogeneous linkages across industries overturn this mechanism for small
cities. The reason is that CNR intensive industries tend to use materials from other CNR intensive
industries, which motivates the planner to keep them together in large cities thereby maximizing
externalities among CNR workers. Figure 15 illustrates this fact. The horizontal axis shows the
national share of the CNR wage bill in each sector while the vertical axis shows the average CNR
share among input suppliers for that industry.34 The figure shows that CNR-intensive sectors are

33We further underscore this mechanism as a driving force by computing an additional set of counterfactuals where
we make links homogeneous, as explained above, and we remove all cross-city variation in the exogenous productivity
component of health and education. In that counterfactual, the U-shape relationship disappears and the upward
sloping line returns. See Figure A5 in Section 7.1 of the Appendix for details. The negative relationship between
exogenous productivity in the health and education sectors and city size may be an indication that health and
education are subject to a different set of spillovers than other sectors. When occupational externalities are sector-
specific, as estimated in Rossi-Hansberg et al. (2021), health and education indeed feature weaker spillover effects.
Carrying out an exercise with homogeneous industries in that richer setup also implies a positive relationship between
the optimal concentration of CNR workers and city size.

34We emphasize backward linkages in that figure, since health and education provide almost all of their output
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in fact primarily using inputs from other CNR-intensive sectors. In other words, heterogeneous
linkages work towards keeping CNR-intensive sectors close to one another.
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Note: Each observation refers to a CBSA. Marker sizes are proportional to total employment. The solid black lines
are linear fits to the data. See text for detailed description of industry classification.
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∑
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for each industry j,
∑
j′ γ

j′jσj
′,CNR/(1−γj). Marker sizes are proportional to industry employment. The solid black

line is a weighted regression line.

Finally, we return to Figure 12 and in particular the right panel. For the counterfactual economy

directly to households.
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with homogeneous linkages, that panel illustrates the relationship between ∆CNR
n − ∆non-CNR

n in
equilibrium and the same statistic under the optimal allocation. Once linkages are homogeneous,
the optimal value of the wedge differential becomes much further removed from equilibrium wedges
in several cities. In fact, some smaller cities with medium-size wedge differentials end up receiving
larger transfers than larger cities with similar wedges. We conclude that, not only are equilibrium
wedges not sufficient to determine optimal taxes, the extent to which they fail to do so depends
importantly on the details of the industrial structure.

7.2 Transportation Costs

To clarify the role of transportation costs in the optimal allocation, we now present an exercise
where we set trade costs in all sectors (other than housing) to zero. As before, we compare the
optimal allocation given this counterfactual parameterization with the corresponding equilibrium
allocation.

The results are presented in Figure 16. Trade costs help explain the geographic distribution of
cognitive hubs. Without trade costs, optimal policy tends to concentrate CNR workers mostly in
coastal cities such as New York, Washington D.C., or San Francisco as well as smaller nearby towns.
As a result, the formation of inland regional hubs is simultaneously reduced in places like Chicago,
Minneapolis, or Dallas. This exercise, therefore, makes clear that the optimal reinforcement of
regional hubs follows in part from trade costs.
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Figure 16: Change in LCNR
n from no trade costs equilibrium to optimal allocation

Percentage change in employment of CNR workers between equilibrium and optimal values. Each
marker in the map refers to a CBSA. Marker sizes are proportional to total equilibrium employment
in each city. In the scatterplots, two outlier observations are not pictured for clarity. These are
Atlantic City, NJ and Midland, TX.
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Eliminating trade costs does not materially affect how the optimal allocation correlates with
city size.35 The reason involves two offsetting forces. On the one hand, absent trade costs, optimal
policy allows for a large increase in CNR intensity in some smaller cities that can now easily trade
their output from CNR-intensive sectors with other locations. On the other hand, eliminating trade
costs also allows CNR intensive sectors to further concentrate in locations where they are already
productive, namely larger cities where CNR labor is already relatively abundant and thus cheaper.
Crucially, this push towards a higher concentration of CNR workers in those cities is then further
reinforced through externalities. The net effect of these two countervailing forces is to leave our
benchmark findings relatively unchanged, beyond the change in the geographic spread of “cognitive
hubs” discussed above. Put another way, optimal policy still tends to concentrate CNR workers in
larger cities even if proximity between CNR-intensive sectors is no longer needed to take advantage
of trade linkages.

7.3 Additive Amenities

In our multiplicative amenities model, free mobility implies that workers with higher consumption
are likely to have lower amenity draws than those with low consumption. Therefore, by taxing
high consumption workers, the planner directs resources to workers whose marginal utility of con-
sumption is relatively high. To explore how our benchmark specification of amenities affects our
findings, we consider an alternative model economy where amenities enter additively rather than
multiplicatively in preferences. When amenities enter additively in preferences, the marginal util-
ity of consumption is the same across all workers (given linear utility), erasing one reason for the
planner to tax and transfer in our benchmark model.

In this alternative parameterization of preferences, the utility function is given by

U
(
Ckn(a), an, A

k
n

)
= an +Akn + Ckn(a).

Under this formulation, the marginal utility of the consumption aggregate is the same across
all cities. We assume that an is drawn from a Gumbel distribution independently across cities.
We denote by Ψ the joint cdf for the elements of a across workers in occupation k, so that
Ψ (a) = exp {−

∑
n exp(−νan)}, where now the shape parameter ν reflects the extent of preference

heterogeneity across workers employed in occupation k. Higher values of ν imply less heterogeneity,
with all workers ordering cities in the same way as ν →∞.

The optimal allocation under this alternative modeling of amenities continues to involve a tax
and transfer program with a component that is independent of externalities.36 Specifically, we show
that the optimal policy is implemented by setting nominal consumption in location n to

PnC
k
n = wkn + ∆k

n −
1

ν
Pn + χk +Rk, (11)

Thus the planner imposes a tax on workers in places where the cost of living is high despite
there being no complementarities between amenities and consumption. Indeed, workers with a
pronounced idiosyncratic amenity preference for living in a place, n, with a high cost of living,
Pn, are socially costly. By taxing and transferring resources, the planner can then reduce their
consumption by 1

Pn
and increase the consumption of a worker in a location n′ with Pn′ < Pn

by 1
Pn′

> 1
Pn

. As workers become more heterogeneous (lower ν), those living in high cost of living

locations are less likely to change their locational choice in response to that tax, allowing the planner

35See Figure A8 in Section 7.2 of the Appendix
36See Section 5 of the Appendix for the relevant derivations
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to further increase it. Note that this is true even if the equilibrium allocation is Pareto efficient. The
reason is that a utilitarian planner can, through transfers, convexify the set of possible allocations
available to workers by decoupling the decision of where to live and how much to consume.

The optimal allocation computed under preferences with additive amenities is depicted in Figure
17. As shown in the figure, the main findings remain very close to those of our benchmark economy.
Under these alternative preferences, the absence of complementarities between individual amenity
draws and consumption implies that redistributive motives are less pronounced. Therefore, the
creation of “cognitive hubs” in large cities is even more salient than under our baseline.
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Figure 17: Additive amenities

Note: Each observation refers to a CBSA. Marker sizes are proportional to total employment. Blue markers refer to
the counterfactual exercise and grey markers to the baseline from the paper. The solid lines are either quadratic or
linear fits to the data. The Gini coefficient is constructed using the Lorenz curves depicting within city wage bill and
industry rank. The top left figure does not picture one extreme outlier (Midland, TX).

7.4 Heterogeneity in Housing Shares across Occupations

In our benchmark model we kept the share of housing in consumption equal across occupations.
One could argue that, if the housing consumption share is smaller for CNR workers, we would be
overstating the productivity of large cities by under-representing the local demand for tradables
and therefore their price. Then, the planner in our benchmark exercise would be unduly inclined
to form “cognitive hubs” in large cities. To study the quantitative importance of this argument,
we carry out a robustness exercise that allows the share of real estate services consumed by CNR
workers to be smaller than that consumed by non-CNR workers (see details in Section 8.3.1 of
the Appendix). In particular, we calibrate the share of real estate consumption to the share of
shelter expenditures in the Consumption Expenditures Survey (CES) for individuals in income
bins corresponding to average CNR and non-CNR wages.37 That is, we calibrate these shares
using the bins corresponding to average income of $61,765 and $31,727, respectively. As it turns
out, shelter consumption shares change only slightly between those bins, from 19.2 percent to 20.8

37We use shares presented in Table 1202 of the 2013 Consumer Expenditure Survey. Source:
https://www.bls.gov/cex/tables/calendar-year/mean-item-share-average-standard-error/cu-income-before-taxes-
2013.pdf
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percent respectively. Ultimately, allowing for additional heterogeneity along this dimension leaves
our findings mostly unchanged.

To further explore the robustness of our findings along this dimension, we experiment with a
larger spread between shares corresponding to the largest possible spread in housing shares across
income bins in the CES data, i.e., between 18.5 percent for those earning greater than $70,000
and 26.0 percent for those earning less than $5,000. Even with this larger spread, our findings
change only slightly.38 We conclude that the effects of non-homotheticities in housing demand are
quantitatively small in driving optimal policies.

8 The Formation of Cognitive Hubs after 1980

The US economy has evolved towards the formation of cognitive hubs at least since the 1980s.
Quantifying our model to 1980 data and comparing the results to our baseline period allows us
to study this phenomenon in detail. In order to compare the spatial structure of the economy in
1980 to that in 2011-15, we want to abstract from aggregate technology and population trends.
Thus, we first build a ‘Baseline’ 1980 economy that is comparable to the 2011-15 one in overall
population, input shares, and aggregate productivity levels, but similar to 1980 in location and
occupational-specific aspects.39 In particular, the Baseline 1980 economy does not include any
location or occupation-specific changes in productivities across industries and occupations or in
amenities relative to 1980. We study the role of these components by adding them gradually.

As shown in Figure 18, in this Baseline 1980 economy, US population is concentrated in cities
where the CNR share of employment was close to average. In the 2011-15 data, however, there is
greater dispersion around the (now larger) average. Figure 18 further shows the distribution of CNR
workers implied by the 2011-2015 planner’s solution calculated above. Together, the histograms
imply that the increasing concentration of CNR workers was in the direction implied by today’s
optimal allocation.

Given the move towards cognitive hubs over time, our model allows us to examine the forces
underlying this evolution and obtain a quantitative assessment of their welfare relevance. We do
this with a series of counterfactual exercises that clarify the importance of different forces in driving
national trends. Thanks to the structural model, we can also do the same decomposition in the
absence of externalities. Those exercises then provide us with a measure of the relevance of local
spillovers for observed spatial trends. Table 3 shows how such a decomposition affects the welfare
of CNR and non-CNR workers. The columns depict welfare levels relative to the Baseline 1980
economy for each occupation. The lower panel repeats the exercises for a world without externalities
(i.e., where we set the externality elasticity parameters to zero).

Starting from the Baseline 1980 economy, Rows 5 and 16 in Table 3 change the composition
of employment to 2011-15 levels, with more CNR workers and fewer non-CNR workers. Here,
externalities play their largest role. Absent externalities, the model would imply significant losses
for CNR workers, as they become more abundant and standard neo-classical arguments would imply
a reduction in their relative wage. In effect, absent externalities, CNR workers would end up with
welfare 14 percent below the baseline counterfactual, while non-CNR worker’s welfare would grow
by 11 percent. In contrast, with externalities, both CNR and non-CNR workers end up gaining
about the same as occupations become more polarized across space.

Rows 6 and 17 add exogenous changes to local technology (other than for the real estate sector
studied separately) over and above those implied by average national trends. They capture, for

38See Figure A15 in Section 8.3.1 of the Appendix
39For details on the construction of this Baseline economy and other counterfactuals, see Section 6 of the Appendix.
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Figure 18: Distribution of population by CNR share in city of employment

Note: Share of population in cities with different ratio of CNR workers to total population. Bins
refer to deviation from population weighted average.

example, the fact that computer and electronics output became particularly more productive in
San Jose while finance became particularly more productive in New York. As shown in the left
panel of Figure 19, those gains were larger in cities that had high CNR shares in 1980. These
location-specific technological changes interact with externalities to increase the welfare of both
types of workers. The sustained productivity-growth experienced by CNR-intensive sectors in large
cities is documented and explored in detail by Eckert et al. (2020) among others. In particular, their
study underscores the importance of information technology improvements that benefited service
industries primarily located in large cities.

Summing up, the decomposition shows the key role that externalities and the formation of
cognitive hubs have played in being a source of widespread, if unequally distributed, gains across
the US economy. At the same time, it emphasizes limitations on these gains imposed by restrictive
regulations on housing supply in those same hubs.

Rows 7 and 18 add changes to productivity in real estate. This exercise encompasses the
effects of two different underlying processes. On the one hand, real estate productivity increased
to a greater extent in fast-growing cities with the stock of housing rising to accommodate growing
populations. On the other hand, as recognized in Glaeser and Gyourko (2018), Herkenhoff et al.
(2018) and Hsieh and Moretti (2019), housing regulations impeded development in some very
productive areas. The table shows that the net effect of those two forces would have been positive in
the absence of externalities as housing development may have accommodated increasing population
in fast growing locations. At the same time, their effect is negative once externalities are accounted
for since, as shown in Figure 20, housing productivity lagged in CNR-intensive cities. The results
indicate, in particular, that housing restrictions are likely not a productive strategy for creating
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Table 3: Welfare Comparison, Relative to Baseline

CNR-to-
non-CNR

CNR non-CNR Ratio

Full Model
1. 1980 parameters 0.558 0.765 0.730
2. (1) + current input shares 0.708 0.824 0.859
3. (2) + national trends in technology and population 0.927 1.081 0.857
4. (3) + national skill biased technical change (Baseline 1980) 1.000 1.000 1.000

ratio of CNR to non-CNR welfare in Baseline 1.911

5. (4) + change in occ. shares in employment 1.045 1.058 0.987
6. (5) + change in local technology (ex real estate) 1.066 1.079 0.988
7. (6) + change in real estate productivity 1.042 1.060 0.983
8. (7) + change in amenities (2011-15 parameters) 1.039 1.061 0.980

9. Optimal Allocation 1.045 1.067 0.980

10. 2011-15 parameters minus change in real estate productivity 1.054 1.070 0.985
11. Optimal Allocation with parameters in (10) 1.064 1.081 0.985

Model without externalities
12. 1980 parameters 0.488 0.643 0.759
13. (12) + current input shares 0.790 0.893 0.885
14. (13) + national trends in technology and population 0.936 1.057 0.885
15. (14) + national skill biased technical change (Baseline 1980) 1.000 1.000 1.000

ratio of CNR to non-CNR welfare in Baseline 3.767

16. (15) + change in occ. shares in employment 0.858 1.110 0.773
17. (16) + change in local technology (ex real estate) 0.852 1.116 0.763
18. (17) + change in real estate productivity 0.860 1.129 0.762
19. (18) + change in amenities (2011-15 parameters) 0.861 1.129 0.762

20. Optimal Allocation 0.863 1.132 0.762

21. 2011-15 parameters minus change in real estate productivity 0.846 1.109 0.763
22. Optimal Allocation with parameters in (21) 0.849 1.112 0.763

cognitive hubs since it tends to hinder growth exactly in those places.40

To complete the historical decompositions, Rows 8 and 19 add changes in amenities. In partic-
ular, Row 8 corresponds to the 2011-15 equilibrium allocation. Changes in the spatial distribution
of amenities appear to add little to total welfare. That said, in considering the results presented in
Table 3, it is important to bear in mind that the particular sequence in which we added the changes
between 1980 and 2011-15 can have an effect on our results. We chose to present a sequence that
is intuitive to us but the main findings highlighted above are robust to other sequences.

Aside from these historical decompositions, we also explore optimal allocations under two sce-

40We assume homothetic preferences so that such housing restrictions are unlikely to have had a substantial
effect on local sorting. However, as discussed in Section 7.4 and shown in more detail in Section 8.3.1 of the
Appendix, a realistic calibration of differences in real estate consumption shares across household types implies that
the homotheticity assumption is in fact a good approximation.
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Figure 19: Change in the exogenous component of technology (all non-real estate sectors)
Note: Changes are relative to baseline counterfactual, averaged across all sectors except real estate. Each observation
refers to a CBSA. Marker sizes are proportional to total city employment. Averages are taken with value added
weights.

narios. First, Rows 9 and 20 correspond to that depicted in Section 5 where externalities are
included. The second scenario assesses the role of housing policy in hindering optimal policy. In
particular, we compute the optimal policy under the assumption that housing productivity was
distributed as in 1980 (the corresponding equilibrium counterfactual welfare is presented in Rows
10 and 21 and the corresponding optimal allocation in Rows 11 and 22). We find that the increment
in welfare is more than 50 percent larger in the latter scenario than when starting from the actual
equilibrium. In other words, the optimal policy is considerably less effective than it might otherwise
have been given observed changes in housing supply restrictions that have slowed down growth in
cognitive hubs.

Finally, working backwards from the Baseline 1980 economy towards the actual 1980 allocation,
rows 4 and 15 eliminate national skill bias technical change, which benefits CNR workers but
not non-CNRs. Note that externalities amplify the effect of skill biased technical change. The
previous step (rows 3 and 14) brings total population and average technology to 2011-15 levels
while keeping the relative productivity of CNR and non-CNR workers at 1980 levels. Unsurprisingly,
with unbiased technology growth, both groups would have had large welfare gains. Moreover, these
would have been further enhanced by productivity effects of overall population growth through
externalities. It is well documented that CNR-intensive industries have become a larger part of the
US economy so that the change from 1980 input shares to 2011-15 shares was particularly beneficial
to CNR workers.
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Figure 20: Change in the exogenous component of technology in real estate
Note: Changes are relative to baseline counterfactual. Each observation refers to a CBSA. Marker sizes are propor-
tional to total city employment. Averages are taken with value added weights.

9 Concluding Remarks

Our aim in this paper has been to explore the extent to which workers are misallocated in space
and the policies that might improve observed allocations. The main culprit of spatial misallocation
is the existence of large occupation-specific externalities combined with potential distortions due
to land use regulations. Our quantitative spatial model allowed us to measure occupation-specific
local productivity by industry which, together with a relatively standard instrumental variable
approach, led us to estimate these externalities for CNR and non-CNR occupations.

Our estimates suggest that both CNR and non-CNR workers become more productive in large
cities, but CNR productivity improves particularly when CNR workers are surrounded by other
CNR workers. These estimates, together with estimated local amenities by occupation, exogenous
productivity differences across industries and locations, and the full set of input-output linkages
and transport costs in the U.S. economy, determine the current allocation of economic activity.
We find that an optimal spatial policy can improve on this allocation for both occupations by 0.59
percent. Housing and optimal transfer policies reinforce each other. Hence, combining them (by
reverting the spatial distribution of real estate productivity to that of 1980) leads to welfare gains
of close to 2.4 percent for CNR workers and 2 percent for non-CNRs.

Since the 80’s the U.S. economy has experienced increased skill and occupational polarization
across space. Large cities increasingly have more highly educated CNR workers that earn more. In
contrast, many medium and small cities have suffered an exodus of skilled workers and experienced
persistent population declines. These trends, amplified by local externalities, were also associated
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with a rise in income inequality between occupations. This growing gap between top and small-
sized cities has motivated policymakers and city governments to advocate policies to attract CNR
workers to smaller towns in order to reverse their fortunes. Our analysis shows that these efforts
would be counterproductive.

Our analysis underscores that while CNR workers are extremely useful, they are also scarce.
Furthermore, their productivity is tremendously enhanced by living with other CNR workers. So
attracting them to smaller towns with more mixed populations represents an under-utilization of
resources. CNR workers are too valuable for society to be used in this way. A better policy is to
reinforce existing trends and let them concentrate in cognitive hubs while incentivizing non-CNR
workers to move and help smaller cities grow. Of course, some non-CNR workers will always be
needed in “cognitive hubs” because of imperfect substitutability of occupations in production. The
result would be smaller, more CNR intensive, “cognitive hub”s in some of today’s largest cities.
We show that the resulting migration of non-CNR workers that allows small towns to grow may be
implemented with a baseline transfer to non-CNR workers, reminiscent of a universal basic income,
and a set of occupation-location specific transfers. Overall, CNR workers would transfer resources
to non-CNR workers to generate equal welfare gains.

Our findings suggest that efforts to stop the spatial polarization of occupations are misguided.
In fact, encouraging it further can yield benefits for everyone when accompanied by the necessary
transfers. Implementing these transfers, however, is critical. Otherwise, cognitive hubs might use
other indirect means of pushing out non-CNR workers such as, for example, housing supply con-
straints, zoning restrictions, or a lack of investment in transportation networks to aid commuting.
Such efforts can generate occupational polarization across space without generating Pareto gains
for all workers. Implementing the necessary transfers would not only help avoid those inefficient
policies and benefit CNR workers, but it would also improve the welfare of non-CNR workers and
the many small and medium-sized cities where they would end up living and working.

Our analysis abstracts from the role that spatial polarization might have on human capital
formation. In principle, the migration of CNR workers towards cognitive hubs may be detrimental
to smaller cities in a setting where the learning technology also features meaningful externalities
from CNR workers. At the same time, however, the transfers that CNR workers are able and willing
to make to non-CNR workers, given the productivity gains they experience from living in cognitive
hubs, might naturally be invested in education and other training in the smaller cities. These
transfers, if directed properly, have the potential to ameliorate, or even reverse, the conceivably
negative effects of spatial polarization on human capital.
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